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Abstract 

     In this scientific paper is being explained that maintenance of fire fighting equipment 

could be educational or training problem as well. Fixed fire fighting systems were listed and 

required inspection time intervals of them. Bridge officers already do some maintenance of 

that equipment, but  that would be in  need of an additional training. Some of the fire fighting 

equipment requirements  are not equal on all over the world ships, that depends to the ship's 

flag or to the state law. Some problems were not solved by international conventions. 

Professional maintenance of the fire fighting equipment is being done by competent servis 

personnel  educated in Firefighting School or trained in a institution with similar educational 

program. Bridge officers do that job as well, but with questionable quality.  

The result of basic scientific method in this paper was followed up by a  research in  different  

states with different approaches to the problem. Different interests were considered , then the 

solution of the problem has been  proposed. An additional training provided  should bring up 

safety culture on the ships. 

     That training would make ship's officers not calculating of the ship's flag they could go to 

work to. The bridge officers would be trained for those jobs doesn't matter what ship they go 

to work on.  
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Introduction 

     Implementing of new technology onto the ships is well connected to the reduction of 

crewmembers ammount. That initiates each other: advanced technology  grows up the wishes 

to reduce ammount of crewmembers on the ships  and reduced ammount of crewmembers 

requires  solutions of  new problems grown up due to that reduction.  The ammount of 

crewmembers went reduced for more than half in last decades. In US Navy, as one of the 

avanguard in developing advanced technology  and number one in using that technology as 

well, reduction of crewmembers lists had been one of the most important points in plannings 

of itself development in the last decade. For example, there are 42 crewmembers on advanced 

submarine of Australian Navy (Collins class submarines) today. The similar one, in second 

last generation (Oberon class) was run by 64 crewmembers. This phenomenon became more 

significant in merchant navy. The profit sensibility has even more appeared   in this  industry, 

but the requirements of possible  work in extreme conditions  are not as tough as in the Navy. 

An  engine room is manned by 3-4 engineers and a few oilers today. 50 Years ago it was 
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needed approximately 20 of personnel. Bridge officers feel that momentum as well while 

getting more and more new duties. It comes up that bridge officers (designated persons for 

fire fighting equipment  supervision) have to repair and personnaly correct fire fighting 

systems and outfit. Fully professional repair or very professional correction of those repaired, 

serviced and corrected items cannot be expected from the bridge officers. It is not expectable 

from the companies to fulfil wishes of bridge officers to increase back the crewmembers 

ammount, neither to remove the duties that the officers were not trained for. No regulations, 

determining those duties in international conventions, were found. 

So, there is a free  room for education to implement an aditional training for bridge officers.  

 

 

Fire fighting systems and fire fighting equipment on ships 

     Automatic fire fighting sprinkler system (cooling spray) is being tested once a week. It 

has to be shortly activated and to come back to the  working pressure as it was before testing. 

Emergency fire pumps (support fire hydrants with sea water under required pressure). Those 

are electrical and diesel pumps, tested mostly  during fire drills. Maintenance  responsibility is 

of the engineers. 

Smoke and heat detection alarms; tests and periodical visual control is done by bridge 

officers, and maintenance is done by electricians.  

Fire alarm monitor is computorised follow up system located on the bridge. That system 

usually contains indicators of fire and watertight doors closure as well. 

Communicating “Intercom“ system (audio connection among forward, stern of the ship and 

mobile fire group stations), control and functionality test are being done by bridge officer in 

charge of fire equipment, repairs does ship's electrician or electronic officer. 

Halon (gas cylinders and distribution pipe lines) inhibitor fixed system, testings are done 

during annual inspections and some extra inspection if any suspecious operation has been 

occured. 

CO2 fixed fire fighting system appears as  very heavy, big cylinders filled by CO2 and 

belonging pipe lines distributed usually to the engine room. Tests and rutine monthly 

inspection is done by engineers.  

Foam fixed fire fighting system with distribution pipe lines is being tested during crew fire 

drills. When activated, the foam  mixed with sea water  gets distributed to the “foam 

cannons“on open decks. Maintenance and the tests are done by the engine personnel and 

visual checks by bridge officer. 

Portable fire fighting  extinguishers once a month being checked by the bridge officer 

responsible for  fire fighting equipment duties. After cheking of manometre pressure, the 

extinguisher is to be taken out from the racks and turned up side down if filled by powder.  

Flexible fire hoses are located in fire hydrants all over the board  and random inspected 

during inspections of Coast Guard annual inspection,  Insurance co. inspection or Harbour 

Master's Office inspection. Maintenance, 3-monthly pressure test and exchange of broken 

hoses is done by bridge officer in charge of fire fighting equipment. 

Fire mobile group stations  are equiped with  3 firemans outfits at least, breathing 

apparatuses and spare air cylinders. Visual checks, maintenance and refills are done by bridge 

officer in charge of fire fighting duties . 
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Planned maintenance 
     Planned maintenance is tightly related to the inspections. Annual inspections: Coast Guard 

inspections in some countries, Harbour Master's Office inspection, routine inspections done 

by ship's crew in the time intervals of a week up to a few-years inspections, annual insurer's 

inspection that grants certificate  issued for that. Routine inspections done by crew, became 

for bridge officers in charge of fire fighting maintenance, more than just visual checks.  

INSPECTION OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS should be performed monthly or more frequently if 

circumstances dictate. The extinguisher should be checked to see that it is not damaged, the 

discharge outlet is not blocked, that is still  fully charged, the seal is not broken and that the 

operating instructions are clearly visible. Annual maintenance  is a more complete inspection 

of the extinguisher and should be done professionally. It will reveal the need for hydro testing 

which must be done on Dry Chemical and Halotron  extinguishers every twelwe years. Most 

local authorities require special tags to be attached to the extinguisher to verify this service. 

RECHARGE should be done professionally immediately after any use. It should be done  by   

local fire service company that employs well trained personnel. Extinguishing agents and 

equipment must be fit  properly. The extinguisher must be recharged with the extinguishing 

agent specified on the nameplate. Substitutions could cause damage or injury.  

That requirement is from both UK  FETA (United Kingdom)  i US ( United States ) NFPA 

(national fire protection association),www.nfpa.org.  

 

Non planned maintenance (maintenance in reality) 

     Poll opinion has brought up that  non planned maintenance takes place as well. 

Air cylinders were used (discharged) for tank cleaning and confined spaces cleaning on board 

the ships. Fire extinguishers were used (discharged) during safety trainings (under leadership 

of safety officer) on board ships, or to extinguish real,  minor fires. 3-4 fire extinguishers were 

emptied daily during safety trainings on board big cruise ships.  

It is needed to refill those fire extinguishers after being discharged, air cylinders by using air 

compressor as well. All of that is being done by bridge officer.  

Flexible fire hoses are in daily use (and damaged) for  deck washing, in the engine room for 

tank cleaning as well. The hoses are in use from all fire boxes on all the decks over the ship. 

The officer responsible for good condition of that equipment is  bridge officer in charge of 

fire fighting duties. It is his duty to inspect those fire hoses and to replace  broken ones. 

It is needed to take off  small metal couplings from the ends of the  broken  hoses and to fix 

those couplings at the  ends of the new hoses. There is a special way and tool to do it. The 

working pressure of the fire fighting pipe lines is approximately 7 bars, sometimes even more. 

The hose could be very dangerous if splipped off the coupling while being in use. The 

equipment has to be in  function, all failures corrected, breathing apparatusses and fire 

extinguishers to be recharged and always ready to fight the fire. That importance of being 

always ready is the source of the problem in this article. There is no time to wait for a servis 

from  the shore side, crewmembers ammount had been reduced and the only one to do those 

jobs were bridge officers.  

 

Training efforts for   safety  culture 

     Questionaire to take poll opinion and summary of the results are  in this chapter. Problem 

detected and solution proposal from the training aspect was given as well. Why a solution 

from the training aspect? The asimilation of this proposal could be the most productive in the 

trainig program that already exists: D-12 training, chapter named  repairs. It would be 

reasonable to take this solution in place  if just one fatality could be saved, considering the 

time needed for a proposal by the international maritime conventions.  

 

http://www.nfpa.org/
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Theme questionaire 
Mark with circle just one answer . 

1) I work on the ships – time as per calendar: 

a) one year 

b) three years 

c) five years 

d) more then seven years  

2) I work on the ships as: 

a)  bridge officer 

b ) engineer 

c )  other, write your proffesion _______________________ 

3) I (alone) did repair fire doors or replaced broken parts during my carrier: 

a) Yes 

b) No 

4) I was alone repariring fire valves on the pipe lines, replacing broken parts or valves 

itself: 

a) Yes 

b) No 

5) I used to attach new couplings or to tighten  loose couplings at ends of flexible fire 

hoses when replacing broken hoses: 

a) Yes 

b) No 

6) I was alone recharging empty portable fire extinguishers (powder and CO2): 

a) Yes 

b) No 

7) I did recharge air cylinders of breathing apparatusses while operating air compressor: 

a) Yes 

b) No 

8) I did attend a training or I was taught  for that maintenance during my schoolship:  

a) Yes 

b) No 

9) I accomplished special course for that kind of maintenance on board the ship or 

ashore: 

a) Yes 

b) No 

10) For all of that maintenance I was instructed during takeover on the ship: 

a) Yes 

b) No 

11) Takeover took me: 

a) less than 2 hours 

b) 3 hours 

c) three to five hours  

d) a few days 

12) Do you consider  yourself in  needs of  additional trainings  becouse of that special 

maintenance: 

a) Yes 

b) No 
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Poll opinnion analysis 
     Questionaire proved itself  purpose. Bridge officers maintain and repair, replace damaged, 

broken parts of the ship's fire fighting fixed systems. They recharge portable fire fighting 

extinguishers and air cylinders, repair flexible fire hoses as well. All attendants (10) of the 

Compressed school for Masters licence  answered positive when questionned in the 

questionaire questions 4, 5, 6 and 7.  That course took place in Split, Croatia in Maritime 

University and they were questioned on 2010/03/05.  

The only job they agreed not being done was fire doors repair (there were no cruise ship 

officers, there are hundreds of fire doors on board cruise ships and officers do that 

maintenance). In an agency of  seafarer's  employment  5 questionned experienced officers 

answered positive on questions 4, 5, 6 and 7.  All of them believe that they were educated for 

that maintenance in school or during a training, but no training / plan of education for bridge 

officers contains or teaches that program. 

 

Determining the problem  

     The problem of additional training has appeared when  different states made different 

approaches to the maintenance and repair of the ship's fire fighting equipment. It doesn't exist 

law regulation that prohibits bridge officer from recharging portable fire extinguishers, neither 

attaching couplings to new fire hoses or recharging air cylinders. It doesn't even exist  the 

regulation that requires bridge officer to do it. The free room appears between those two facts. 

Who rules  in that free room? Of course, one that gives a job opportunity.  

     The bridge officer  could be  designated person to do that job and that was caused by 

growing race for profit.  International maritime  regulations require stored aditional 

equipment on ships: additional flexible fire hose couplings, spare fire extinguisher charges. It 

has not been determined who has to do  corrections after using that  fire equipment.  

Training program of STCW VI/3 doesn't contain training program of the maintenance that 

was detected as a problem in this article as well.  

Technical regulations of vessel certification in Croatian  Register of Ships, Chapter 17. – Fire 

fighting,  doesn't recognize designated person in this case as well. SOLAS Chapter 2-2, 

regulation 10, doesn't designate a person (crewmember rank) to work these jobs. 

That maintenance is being done on some ships over the seas (most of the biggest cruise ships 

under Panamanian and Liberian flags), but some states control it and don't permit those jobs 

on board the ships. Bridge officers usualy have no time to choose the ship's flag  

(employment opportunity rise suddenly) so they have to do the jobs they had no completed 

training for.  

Malfunction of fire extinguishers caused big and fatal accidents in history, and following 

examples make this problem even  more serious: 

- 2008/11/11 Russia informed Japan that a fatal accident  occured  on the nuclear 

submarine was caused by portable fire extinguisher malfunction  

- Bob Couttie (Maritime accident Casebook; mac@maritimeaccident.org ) wrote in an 

article while describing an accident: “Dont ever forget: fire extinguisher is an object 

under pressure. Corrosion or bad maintenance could transform it into a bomb.“ That 

comment was written in the fatal accident report  when a crewmember died while 

using portable powder fire extinguisher. Very big potential energy  of a fire 

extinguisher could be seen on the following web site: 

http://gcaptain.com/maritime/blog/the-dangers-of-co2-use-in-firefighting-videos/ 

Operation of air compressors requires professional manning and maintenance. That is 

another subject  for aditional training program. Some experience brought up that the 

compressors were not maintained well  in common. That caused  bad breathing air in the 

mailto:mac@maritimeaccident.org
http://gcaptain.com/maritime/blog/the-dangers-of-co2-use-in-firefighting-videos/
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breathing apparatusses, dangerous compressors and destroyed air cylinders. Web site 

http://www.kpa.hr/kompresori/ contains training program of Compressor Operator 

qualification. That qualification designates the person trained to operate and to recognize 

dangerous  run of an air compressor: improper oil and compressor temperature, air humidity, 

improper filtering and pre-filtering that could make cylinder explosion caused by humidity 

corrosion. International breathing standards DIN 3188 and EN-1212 require proper dryer 

manning. That means water ammount of 50 mg is  in 10 liters air cylinder capacity as max. 

proved ammount. It is  very important to check up on condensate disposal. Check list of 

proper compressor manning contains 15 obligations to be checked out before and during the 

operation. The compressor operator has to know how to operate Booster and Bauer new 

compressors for the case it was installed on the ship he goes to work on. That all is not being 

done on the ships. All of those dangerous and  risky facts , would not  be avoided  in potential 

acceptance of  the additional training needs .  

 

Solution proposal  

     Competent persons from Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure  in Republic of 

Croatia, “Antipiros“ servis of fire equipment, were contacted about this issue.  

STCW regulations and regulations in Croatia (Technical rules for vessel certification) are not 

containing or determining  training program explained  in this article. Some big cruise 

companies signed the contract with Unitor Service Co. They provide training named 

“Portable fire extinguisher service “ and that  brings down the risk of life at sea. The 

training takes place in the ports where the ship gets alongside. The lessons are given by   

experienced and licenced servis personnel. That proves the solution of this problem takes 

place  in selective way. “Portable fire extinguisher recharging and maintenance“ training 

takes place in Great Britain, lessons given by FETA (Fire Extinguishing Trades Association ). 

It continues four days including exam. Chapter Repair and supervision of fire fighting 

equipment already exists in D-12 Fire fighting licence training program, but without  

maintenance that was detailed in this article.  The lessons according to that program, 

requested by STCW -  reg. VI/3, take  3.75 hours.  An additional training should be less 

problematic for all the sides in this case,  if implemented as suplement to already existing D-

12 training, into the chapter of repairs that exists already. 

Aditional  two  lessons would be additional training enough for this theme. 

- First lesson: 

- 15 minutes: recharge of portable fire fighting extinguishers, dangers and risks of that 

manning, photos and video presentation. Lessons given by competent service 

personnel educated in High Firefighting School in Zagreb, Croatia. 

- 30 minutes: flexible fire hose replacement  of coupling, proper attachment of the 

couplings with 10-15 professionaly attached  wired circles. Instructions (and photos, 

video projection) of wiring, handling the tools with information of dangers and risks, 

has to be done by competent service personnel educated in High Firefighting School. 

- Second lesson:  

- 10 minutes: fire valves  (different types,  photos of old, rusty and damaged valves) 

- 10 minutes: replacement of  the valves and broken parts by service personnel 

presentation 

- 25 minutes:  different air compressors, identification of dangerous manning and units 

that could be dangerous and out of order, recognizing of improper compressor run, 

filters, oil and water condensate control. Recharge of air cylinders, dangers, risks an 

quality methods of safe manning operation. Instructions of recharging and other safe 

manning of the compressors should be done by competent service personnel educated 

in High Firefighting School.  

http://www.kpa.hr/kompresori/
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Conclusion 

     It is needed an additional training of fire pipe line valves, replacement of fire hose and 

attaching  the couplings, recharge of portable fire extinguishers, recharge of air cylinders and 

air compressor manning. 

Wrong manning could cause accidents and fatalities. What has made this conclusion? Just the 

fact that  the equipment could be recharged and reattached on board. And another fact that the 

law requires an  proffessional inspection done by  certified service personnel. That service 

should be done  in the first port of call.  

That means “YES“ to the repairs, but why not “YES“ to the training of the people on board 

the ships. It is long way to the first port, sometimes long and very risky,  voyage of a few 

months travel. This maintenance  training intensyfies safety culture on board the ships and 

diminishes the risk  of long trips.  

Another,  more detailed research should find out who gains and who loses with 

implementation of this safety training. Are the gainers insurance companies and  ship owners, 

or maybe service companies and charterers would be  loosers? Gainers for sure will be the 

ship crewmembers and their safety on board. The bridge officers should not calculate of the 

ship's flag and maintenance  regulations according to the  regulations of the state flag on the 

ship they work on.  
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